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This invention relates to improvements in 
retaining walls and more particularly to a 
method of constructing retaining walls which 
are, for the greater part, earthfills. 

5 Explanatory to the invention, I will state 
here that it has been satisfactorily demon 
strated that an ordinary earth fill, consist 
ing of earth, sand, gravel and a certain per 
centage of clay placed behind a retaining 

10 wall has certain properties in common with 
masonry although in different degrees, and 
that by utilizing these properties it is prac 
ticable to construct a retaining wall of the 
earth fill itself. 

15. In view of the above, it is an object of this 
invention to provide a method of and means 
whereby an earth fill may be so unified that 
it will serve in the same capacity as the ordi 
nary gravity masonry wall. 

20 More specifically stated, the invention re 
sides in the provision of a retaining wallem 
bodying a thin face wall as a retainer for one 
side of an earth fill and to which a plurality 
of tension members, having anchor plates 

2 fixed thereto, are attached and extended into 
the earth fill in such manner that the body of 
earth contained within the face wall and 
anchor plates farthest therefrom will act as a 
unit to resist overturning due to pressure of 

30 the earth filling back of the mass thus unified 
essentially in the same manner as a masonry 
retaining wall of the gravity type. . . . 
Other objects of the invention reside in the 

various details of construction which per 
85 mits settling of the tension members with the 

earth fill without causing disconnection from 
the surface wall and which provides for a re 
duction of pressure in the proper proportion 
under the rear portion of the unified fill. 
In accomplishing these and other objects of 

the invention, I have provided the improved 
details of construction, the preferred forms 
of which are illustrated in the accompanying 
drawings, wherein-, i. - 

4 Figure 1 is a transverse vertical section of 
a retaining wall constructed in accordance 
with details of the present invention. 

Figure 2 is an enlarged, sectional detail 
O taken substantially, on the line 2-2 in Fig 

ure 1. 
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Figure 3 is a vertical section taken on line 
3-3 in Figure 2. 

Referring more in detail to the several 
views of the drawings 

1 designates a vertical retaining wall or 
face plate provided as a retainer for the outer 
side of the earth fill which is designated at 
2. This wall 1 is made sufficiently strong to 
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resist incidental pressure of earth in the fill 
but need not be anchored at the base in any 
way for the purpose of resisting a tendency to 
Overturn due to the pressure of the earth back 
of that embodied in the wall itself. A foot 
ing, as designated at 3, may be provided if 
necessary or desired to prevent the wall from 
Settling to any appreciable extent due to its 
weight and the downward drag of the earth 
bearing against it. 

Secured to the inner face of the wall 1 and 
extended back into the earth fill in a down 
Wardly inclined position, are tension mem 
bers 4 each provided at spaced apart inter 
vals along its length with anchor plates 5. 
The tension members are provided in suffi 
cient members and are gradually shortened in 
length from the base toward the top of the 
fill so that the earth prism composed within 
the face wall 1 and the anchor plates 5 at the 
inner ends of tension members will be unified 
and will act as a unit to resist being over 
turned by the earth pressure behind just the 
same as if it was a solid masonry retaining 
wall of this cross sectional area, except to a 
lesser degree because of its being lighter in 
weight. 
In order that the natural settling of the 

earth fill behind wall 1 will not act to loosen 
the earth about the anchor plates or cause a 
weakening or breaking of the connection of 
the tension members with the wall, it is de 
sirable that the tension members have a slid 
ing connection with the wall which will per 
mit the points of connection to shift down 
wardly in accordance with the rate or amount 
to which the fill settles. Several methods of 
construction may be used to permit this but 
a preferred construction is shown in Figures 
1 and 2 wherein 10 designates ribs that are 
formed vertically on the inner face of wall 1 
with flanged outer edges 11, Where the re 
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taining wall is of concrete construction the 
ribs 10 and flanges 11 would be formed as an 
integral part of the wall. 
The tension members 4 used in the present 

construction, compose paired beams 12 and 
12' disposed in parallel relation and extended 
at their forward ends between adjacent ribs 
10 on the face wall and have cross bars 13 
fixed transversely thereto with their ends 
disposed within the flanges 11 on ribs 10 to 
thus anchor the tension members to the Wall 
but permitting these ends to slide downward 
ly between the ribs, as the earth settles, with 
out breaking their holding connection with 
the wall. ? . 

Secured to the beams 12-12 at spaced in 
tervals toward their inner ends are cleats 14 
to which transverse anchor plates 15 are fixed. 
These anchor plates are provided in sufficient 
number that the tension members can not 
be pulled forwardly and so that they will 
serve also to prevent any sliding or shearing 
of earth within the earth prism thus unified 
by the wall and tension members. 

It is readily apparent that with the ten 
sion members provided in sufficient number 
and located at proper distances apart both 
vertically and horizontally, a unified earth 
prism will be provided that will be subject 
to and will take the same kind of stresses 
and induce the same kind of variation in 
foundation pressure as the ordinary gravity 
retaining wall of masonry and the same prin 
ciples which govern the general dimensions 
of masonry walls should be applied to the 
prism of earth which constitutes the pro 
posed earth wall. However, the earth prism 
should be given a width at the base sufficient 
to prevent sliding and to give a comparative 
ly Small reduction in foundation pressure at 
the back and the tension members should be 
given sufficient section and attached anchor 
plates sufficient area to resist the pressure on 
the particular area of the face plate which 
they serve. . 

It is to be understood that various kinds 
of tension members could be used and vari 
ous kinds of anchor plates may be employed. 
Also that the manner of attaching the ten 
sion members to the retaining Wallis imma 
terial so long as it is secure and permits a 
vertical adjustment of the connection in ac 
cordance with the settlement of earth in the 
unified earth prism. The construction here 

í shown is suitable where wooden beams are 
used in making up the tension members and 
it has been found that wooden beams and 
lumber when properly treated with creosote ... will last indefinitely. 
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bers is to be distinguished from the usual 
type of buried anchors sometimes used for 
the Support of retaining walls in that the 

" The present arrangement of tension mem 

present construction provides that the ten 
ision members have no fixed connection at 
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their inner end but are provided in sufficient 
number and in such relation that they to 
gether Serve as a means of unifying or solidi 
fying an otherwise loose and incoherent mass. 
While in the other instance, there is no in 
tention of unifying the earth fill but simply 
to provide a holding connection between a 
retaining wall and a fixed object which, as 
a rule is located at considerable distance back 
of the Wall. ?? 
The present construction may be made at 

a great saving as compared to the cost of 
a masonry Wall and with less work and in 
a much quicker time. 
Having thus described my invention, what 
claim as new therein and desire to secure 

by Letters-Patent, is: 
1. A retaining wall comprising a face 

plate, an earth fill supported against the face 
plate, tension members having ends slidably 
attached to the face plate to permit relative 
movement vertically without disconnection 
and extended substantially horizontally into 
the fill and anchor members fixed at intervals 
to the tension members: said tension and 
anchor members being provided in sufficient 
number and at such relation that they act to 
unify the earth of the fill to function as a 
substantially solid mass. . . . . . 

2. A retaining wall comprising a face 
plate, an earth fill supported against the 
face plate, tension members having ends slid 
ably attached to the face plate to permit 
relative movement vertically without discon 
nection and extended substantially horizon 
tally into the fill and anchor members fixed 
at intervals to the tension members; said ten 
sion members being extended inwardly, and 
inclined downwardly and provided in suf 
ficient number and with sufficient anchors so 
as to unify the earth of the fill and to exert 
an uplift that will reduce the pressure of 
the lower inner portion of the fill. 

3. A retaining Wall comprising a face 
plate, an earth fill supported by the plate, 
tension members secured to the plate and 
extended into the fill, and anchor plates fixed 
at intervals to the tension memebrs; said 

- tension members being gradually increased 
- in length from the top toward the base of . 
the fill and provided in sufficient number and 
relation with sufficient anchor plates that to 
gether with the face plate they serve to unify 
the earth prism between the plate and anchor 
plates at the inner ends of the tension mem 
bers to function as a substantially solid mass. 

4. A wall of the character described com 
prising a retaining plate or wall having ver 
tical ribs formed on its inner face with 
flanged outer edges, an earth fill supported 
against the inner face of the wall, tension 
members comprising beams joined in parallel 
relation with their inner ends disposed be 
tween adjacentribs of the wall, cross bars 
fixed to the inner ends of the beams with their 
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ends retained for vertical slidable movement 
between the ribs and within the flanges there 
on, and anchor plates being in Sufficient num 
ber and relation so as to unify the earth fill 
to function as a substantially solid mass. 
Signed at Seattle, King County, Washing 

ton, this 28th day of October, 1925. 
ANDREAS MUNISTER. 
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